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for apple pies, ham and bottled fruit. Wild mushrooms were
also collected to supplement bothy meals.36
Census returns show that at Bicton, single gardeners were
housed in lodges with between three and six men sharing
accommodation. Castle Hill had a bothy house in the gardens
which housed five gardeners in 1851 and six trainees aged
between seventeen and twenty-seven in 1891. There were also
bothies at other gardens of any size and importance such as at
Bystock Court, Haldon House, Oxton, Powderham Castle,
Eggesford, Knightshayes Court (see Figure 1) and Sidbury
Manor. At Maristow the garden bothy, which backed onto the
glasshouses, was still lived in in 2003.37 The youngest gardener
in the bothy at Knightshayes in 1891 was Frederick Sowden
aged fifteen. He shared accommodation with Peter Barnes,
twenty-seven, John Green, twenty-two and Ernest Tucker
twenty. Frederick came from Witheridge which was only nine
or ten miles from Knightshayes, but other young gardeners had
travelled much further. Sydney Day, Thomas Hudson and Henry
Faulkner all aged nineteen, came from Oxford, Ireland and
Surrey to work at Bystock, Bicton and Oxton.38 Homesickness
must have been a problem for those youngsters who lived far
away from home, although the companionship of their peers
may have helped alleviate this.
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Plan of the Young
Gardeners’ House at
Wimbledon Park.
Source: The Garden
13.01.1872, p. 175.

With good reason
bothies came to
have a mixed
reputation among
gardeners. Some
men liked the
independence and
companionship of
living in a bothy
and when they
advertised for a
position would
state ‘bothy preferred’ or ‘bothy not objected to’.39 However,
while bothies provided much needed accommodation, many
were very primitive places indeed and must have influenced
a gardener’s decision to stay in one household or to move
on. There were some good bothies such as the one illustrated.
David Taylor Fish, who acknowledged how poor
accommodation could affect a gardener’s attitude to work,
commented, ‘place young men in such a house [Wimbledon
Park bothy] as here set forth and the chances are that their
conduct will be, or will become worthy of it’.
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The Coombe Royal Citrus Wall
and the Outdoor Cultivation
of Oranges in Devon
Helen Langley

The bothy system reflected the attitude of owners to their
gardeners where they were little more than economic units.
Staff indoors frequently wore livery or uniform which reflected
the hierarchy within a country house and identified them with
the household. Gardeners however, were expected to remain in
the background and complete their work unobtrusively. The
head gardener was the only member of staff to be visible to
family and visitors. Money was spent firstly on plants and their
needs such as accommodation in glasshouses. The needs of
young gardeners were a secondary consideration.

Cultivating orange trees was once the preserve of princes and
aristocrats; but during the first four decades of the eighteenth
century nearly forty orangeries were built across the counties
of England alone. Devon had a history of early fruit-growing,
both indoors and out and the original orangery at Saltram
(designed by Henry Stockman in the early 1770s) was part of
the late flourishing of these fascinating buildings. Here large
sash windows provided light for the orange trees from Genoa
which were displayed outdoors in the orange grove from 29
May until the second Wednesday in October.1 Orange trees
were grown on several estates, often with other citrus plants:
most usually lemons but also limes, shaddocks (similar in size
to grapefruit and rather bitter in taste) and citrons. Among
surviving historical accounts there are details of small orange
trees for sale at Powderham Castle, the seat of the Earls of
Devon.2 Lately there has been renewed interest in the all year
round outdoor cultivation of citrus plants.
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Salcombe

fruits of varying sizes. Such a favoured spot may also have been
used to cultivate peaches, as a row of small trained trees stands
in front of the wall in an undated photograph.7

Just over two hundred years ago Woodville (now known as
Woodcot) in Salcombe grew oranges, lemons, limes and citrons
against a 3.65m (12’) high south-facing wall with only straw
matting to protect the plants through winter.3 Such practices
were not unusual in and around Salcombe. At Cliff House,
then the home of the Customs Agent, Mr Barrable, there was
a recessed wall for citrus plants. With a micro-climate where
temperatures are similar to those of Florence, Salcombe was
ideally-placed for such innovations with what were then
regarded as exotic plants.

By 1904 eighteen sentry-like pyramidical Retinospora obtusa
‘Aurea’ roughly half the height of the wall had been planted
behind the gravel walk which ran the length of the wall.
Large flower beds were set into the grassy slope from the
path towards the drive,8 climbers had been planted against the
pillars, and waist-high iron railings installed beyond the flower
beds.9 The list of shrubs and trees planted to the rear of the
walk and linking it to the pleasure ground underscores the
significance of this area of the garden. The practice of
protecting the citrus with wooden-framed mats continued into
the middle of the twentieth century: vast panels three sections
high provide the backdrop to a photograph of the gardener Mr
Webb in 1939.10

Coombe Royal, Kingbridge
A few miles north at Coombe Royal, near Kingsbridge, there is
a remarkable and imposing recessed and arched citrus wall.
It stands in the grounds of what was originally the family home
of the Luscombes and is now the property of Devon County
Council Social Services. Citrus fruit were clearly highly
esteemed: the wall dominates the view from the drive as it
curves towards the house. There are also remnants of another
wall, smaller in scale and straight-sided, in a raised garden
adjoining the house to the right; although very little evidence
of its function survives. In a watercolour painting still in the
possession of the family the site of the raised garden is
obscured in a smudge of trees;4 but the large conservatory to
the left of the house which complemented it in the garden’s
Victorian and Edwardian heyday can clearly be seen.

Twenty-first century successors
Sadly, maintenance at Coombe Royal has been sporadic over
the years and the extraordinary citrus wall, possibly unique in
its scale and significance, is in a parlous state despite recent
clearance of invading plant material by the British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers.11 Considerable archive material relating
to the fruit wall exists but this requires consolidating. In the
meantime the DGT is keeping a close eye on developments.
At Saltram, however, oranges flourish: ten trees in superb
wooden tubs form a half circle in front of the vast Orangery;
and the display continues both in the small Tudor courtyard and
in the orange grove. Graceful white Chinoiserie tubs, redolent of
the mid-eighteenth century, add to the enchantment.

The Luscombes, owners of Coombe Royal from 1722 until the
1880s, were locally and nationally renowned for their citrus
plants. In 1827 John Luscombe (d.1831) was awarded the Royal
Horticultural Society’s Banksian Medal for his oranges, lemons
and citrons. In 1904, over a century later, the same citron trees
were praised in the Gardeners’ Chronicle for their continuing
ability to produce large fruits, varying from 43 to 48 cms (17" to
19") in circumference. The writer also noted that in 1850 a
selection of Coombe Royal’s citrus drew admiring comments
from the recipient, Queen Victoria. The space occupied on
the succeeding page by a large photograph of the arched
‘Orange-wall garden’ and the exclamation mark used to
introduce ‘The Orange Garden!’ suggests that this was (and
remains) the star feature at Coombe Royal.5
The Citrus Wall at Coombe
Royal, illustrated in the
Gardener’s Chronicle, 2
January, 1904

The dimensions given
for the bays or recesses
were widths of roughly
4.5 m (15’) and
approximately the same
height; the actual recess
being about one third of
a metre (1’) deep. No
mention was made of
the number of arches of this south-facing wall, nor the fact that
they were not uniform in size. Fortunately an earlier article
which appeared in the August 1871 issue of the Journal of
Horticulture and Cottage Gardener does. Giving the height of
each recess as almost 3.3m (11’), it noted the different widths.
The biggest recess, at 4.8m (16’) was occupied by the citron; the
lemon grew in the second largest, 4.5m (15’); the Seville orange,
lime, mandarin, shaddock, and mandarin orange were allocated
amongst the other six, each 3.6m (12’) wide. The writer
recommended anyone wishing to emulate the model to increase
the width to 5.4m (18’) to reduce the need to cut back the
branches which might affect their ‘fruitfulness’.6 One of the
plants, a Seville orange, was said to be over two hundred and
fifty years old and still regularly produced over two hundred

The Orangery at Saltram (Carolyn Keep, 2008)

The Tudor courtyard at Saltram (Carolyn Keep, 2008)
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Council to discuss what could be done to safeguard the future of
the wall. He requested a report on the condition of the wall from
the structural engineer at English Heritage; and arranged for the
British Trust for Conservation Volunteers to clear the brambles and
other vegetation from around the wall. In 2007, he arranged for the
British Trust for Conservation Volunteers to clear the vegetation
again; but it is clear that this needs to be done regularly to stop the
vegetation regenerating.

Round-the-year outdoor cultivation of orange trees has recently
been revived as part of a process stretching back to the
earliest years of citrus cultivation, at Coleton Fishacre, near
Kingswear on the south Devon coast. The microclimate at this
National Trust property, once the home of the D’Oyly Carte
family, makes it well-suited to growing tender plants from the
Mediterranean and further afield. There, instead of a masonry
wall, protection for the orange trees will be provided in the
sheltered valley; and a mixture of traditional and contemporary
techniques will be employed to discover which varieties
prosper.

Coombe Royal and its grounds are owned by Devon County
Council, and the building is currently used for Adult and
Community Services (A.C.S.) purposes. The estate management
responsibilities have recently been outsourced by the Council to
Norfolk Property Services (South West). It is understood that, during
the past year, officers of the Council’s Environment Directorate have
been in discussion with local A.C.S. staff, members of the local
community, including the Kingsbridge Town Council, and N.P.S.
(S.W.) regarding the possibility of increased access to, and positive
management of, the grounds, including the Citrus Wall. Support
was being sought for the funding of an initial feasibility study of
the site to address increased community access, management of the
historic environment interests and management/enhancement of the
wildlife interests. With the recent change of administration at the
County Council, there appears to be a fresh opportunity for the
Devon Gardens Trust and the Garden History Society to work
with the Council and others on securing an appropriate
management scheme to safeguard the future of the important
Citrus Wall structure.

Increase in temperatures due to global warming may, of course,
make the cultivation of citrus fruit even easier; and we may see
a wider revival in other historic gardens in the county.
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The wall and its surroundings are in need of urgent remedial
works to prevent any further decay from their present ‘At Risk’ state,
but the costs of such work are high. The vegetation around the wall,
both to the front and rear, needs to be eliminated. There is excessive
damp to the rear of the wall, due to the vegetation around and on
the wall itself. The capping stones are badly eroded and this has
resulted in the loss of the overhang intended to keep the rainwater
run-off away from the wall surface. Major areas of staining and moss
build-up at localised areas are especially noticeable at the rear; and
spalling of the stone surface is particularly bad to the capping stones
and pillar caps, some of which are entirely missing. Pointing failing
allows water and plant ingress; and rusting nails and iron hooks
project from the stone work.
The citrus wall
today (John Clark,
November, 2007)

Due to the
massive amount
of undergrowth
in the area, there
has been a
complete loss of
context. The wall
is no longer part
of the historic garden landscape and thus does not relate to its
surroundings; nor is it recognised as the important listed feature
that it is. It is a far cry from 1827 when Coombe Royal was
described as being ‘in a sheltered well wooded vale & is
remarkable for the vigorous growth of the oranges, lemons, limes &
citrons which are
trained against the
garden walls &
slightly protected
in winter’.

The Coombe Royal Citrus Wall
John Clark (Conservation Officer, Garden History Society SW
Region) and Malcom West (Conservation Officer, DGT)

The Citrus Wall
in its planned
landscape context
(photograph owned
by Mr John Elliot)

The Citrus Wall is a listed structure in the grounds of Coombe
Royal (spelt variously ‘Coombe’ and ‘Combe’). It is in a state of
considerable disrepair. In 1999 John Clark, the D.G.T. Conservation
Officer at the time, met the Conservation Officer of Devon County
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